Abstract-Multibeam angle adaptive systems (MBAAS) have been shown to offer performance improvements over traditional spot-diffusing optical wireless systems. However, an increase in the computational cost is incurred. This paper introduces a method to speed up the adaptation process through efficient use of a divide and conquer algorithm by recursively breaking down the scanning process and focusing it into a smaller region in each iteration. The new, fast and efficient angle adaptation algorithm offers the advantages of optimizing the number and pattern (positions) of the spots so as to maximize the receiver's signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), regardless of the transmitter's position, the receiver's orientation and its field of view. It can also adapt to environmental changes, providing a robust link against shadowing and signal blockage. Furthermore, a beam delay adaptation method is used to reduce the effect of multipath dispersion and inter-symbol interference. The combination of angle and delay adaptation adds a degree of freedom to the link design, resulting in a compact impulse response and a system that is able to achieve higher data rates (15 Gbit/s). Significant improvements in the SNR, with optical wireless channel bandwidths of more than 15 GHz are obtained, and eye safety is considered while operating at 15 Gbit/s with full mobility in a realistic environment where shadowing exists.
I. INTRODUCTION
I NFRARED (IR) wireless communication offers a number of potential advantages over its radio frequency counterpart. The advantages include the potential for high-speed communications, freedom from fading [1] , as well as freedom from spectrum regulations and licensing. IR links provide immunity from electromagnetic interference and allow the use of inexpensive optoelectronic devices [1] . They also offer a degree of security at the physical layer and prevent interference between links operating in different rooms. The two major impairments of wireless IR links include background noise (BN) attributed to natural and artificial light sources and multipath propagation. The former degrades the SNR, while the latter limits the maximum achievable data rate. In addition, the maximum allowed optical power is restricted by eye and skin safety regulations [2] - [4] .
IR wireless links are often categorized into two basic schemes: direct line-of-sight (LOS) and diffuse systems. Direct LOS links rely upon a direct path between the transmitter and receiver, while diffuse systems generally rely upon light reflections from walls, ceilings and other diffuse reflecting surfaces. Direct LOS links provide high power efficiency and minimize multipath dispersion, but can suffer from shadowing. Diffuse systems provide robustness against signal blockage and shadowing, enabling mobile users to instantly connect and collaborate in a wireless environment. However, they are more prone to multipath dispersion, which causes pulse spread and intersymbol interference (ISI), in addition to poor power efficiency and much-reduced data rate compared to direct LOS links. Furthermore, transmitter beam diversity was proposed as a method that can be implemented to enhance the performance of optical wireless (OW) communication systems [3] - [6] . A multibeam transmitter is used to create multiple diffusing spots that point in different directions towards reflecting surfaces. A simple structure of diffusing spots in a line strip multibeam system (LSMS) was examined in [6] and shown to produce SNR improvement compared to a conventional diffuse system (CDS) or a uniform multibeam system. However, mobility and shadowing can induce significant SNR performance degradation in OW systems [7] . Various techniques have been proposed to combat the limitations of OW systems, and higher bit rates have been achieved [8] - [14] . OW links offer the opportunity for highspeed communications as well as the potential to achieve data rates well beyond 10 Gbit/s with full mobility, although these have not been demonstrated to date. Up to 12.5 Gbit/s OW data transmission with limited mobility has been successfully demonstrated through experiments [15] . Although significant research has been done, much more work is needed before even a fraction of the potential bandwidth is achieved in practical systems. The research presented in this study aims to address the impairments of OW systems and provide practical solutions, hence achieving data rates beyond those reported in [8] - [15] , but more importantly it focuses on speeding up the adaptation process associated with these adaptive systems. This paper reports systems that offer OW channel bandwidths of more than 15 GHz, which enables the OW system to support operations at data rates beyond 15 Gbit/s. The improvements achieved are based on channel and noise modeling and not on actual measurements. However, the results obtained have been compared to published simulation and experimental work (simpler systems:
CDS [4] and spot diffusing with angle diversity receivers [5] ) to validate the simulator and calculation methods and good agreement was observed, giving confidence in the simulator when examining other systems. For example [4] predicts CDS bandwidth of 37 MHz, here we predict 38 MHz, see Section IV-A. Furthermore, [5] predicts almost 2 GHz channel bandwidth for spot-diffusing with 7
• diversity receivers, and here we predict 1.82 GHz and 2.1 GHz, respectively, for diversity spot-diffusing with 8
• FOV and 4
• FOV. Beam angle and power adaptation has been shown to be an effective method that can help optimize the spot distribution and the power among the spots so as to maximize the receiver's SNR, regardless of the transmitter position [8] . Significant SNR and bandwidth improvements were achieved, combined with complexity expansion in terms of the computation time required to optimize the receiver's SNR. In this study, we aim to speed up the angle adaptation algorithm, and aim to achieve much more power efficiency compared to the original multibeam angle adaptive system (MBAAS). The fast angle adaptation algorithm introduced converges towards the optimum spot distribution through efficient use of a divide and conquer algorithm. It works by recursively breaking down the scanning process into a number of iterations with different scan rates (see Section III-A).
In an initial previous work [9] we have introduced the concept of fast adaptation through a divide and conquer approach. Here we extend the work in [9] by (i) reshaping the spot distribution (including consideration of both the optimum number of spots and the pattern associated with how these spots are distributed), (ii) considering the algorithm complexity, (iii) considering a real environment that experiences shadowing, and (iv) evaluating high data rate system (15 Gbit/s). In [10] Alresheedi and Elmirghani have designed holograms using simulated annealing to generate multibeam spots and in order to reduce the number of holograms to be generated and speed-up the search for the best hologram from the finite hologram vocabulary they have used a divide and conquer algorithm similar to that in [9] and examined the impact of having a finite hologram vocabulary on SNR and delay spread.
Channel dispersion associated with multipath propagation is an important concern in designing indoor OW systems. Multipath dispersion causes the received pulse to spread, resulting in ISI. An angle diversity receiver employing uncorrelated narrow FOV detectors oriented in different directions can be beneficially used to reduce the impact of multipath propagation due to the limited range of rays captured [5] - [9] . However, it has to be noted that in spot-diffusing OW systems, the delay spread is dictated by the number of spots seen within the receiver's FOV and their relative positions. Therefore switching on the beams at the same time may induce a time delay between the signals received from the spots within the receiver FOV, which results in spreading the received pulse and hence limiting the bandwidth. The signal spread observed by the receiver can be compensated for by introducing a differential time delay between the beams at the transmitter through beam delay adaptation. In effect, the multibeam transmitter adaptively switches on the beams in a fashion that allows all the signals to reach the receiver at the same time. This can help the system reduce multipath dispersion and ISI at higher bit rates. The beam delay adaptation technique was proposed in [11] and it is used here as it is shown to offer improvements in terms of bandwidth efficiency.
In this paper, a fast and efficient angle adaptation (FEAA) algorithm is introduced to the OW diversity spot-diffusing system design to spatially optimize the spot distribution (the number and pattern of spots) with the aim of maximizing the receiver SNR, as well as significantly reducing the computation time required. This fast and efficient adaptation algorithm is then followed by a beam delay adaptation method to reduce multipath dispersion, hence minimizing the delay spread at the receiver. To further improve the quality of the link, we also employ beam power adaptation. The link design proposed here has the ability to alter the number of spots, the pattern (or position of spots), the beam delays and beam powers so as to optimize the SNR and delay spread at a given receiver location. A liquid crystal (LC) device can be used to adaptively vary the direction and intensity of the beams and their switching times at relatively low complexity [16] , [17] . The adaptation requires training and feedback from the receiver to the transmitter, and a low data rate diffuse channel is suggested to achieve this feedback. The main goal is to reduce the effect of transmitter/receiver mobility and the associated impacts on SNR and bandwidth. The effectiveness of the link design in the presence of shadowing and signal blockage is also studied.
The next section gives a description of the OW system model. The receiver structure is given in Section III. Section IV describes the fast and efficient adaptation algorithms. The performance of the mobile multibeam adaptive OW system and the simulation results are outlined in Section V. System complexity and adaptation time are considered in Section VI. The robustness of the proposed link design against shadowing and signal blockage is investigated in Section VII. Section VIII introduces high-speed indoor OW communication systems. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section IX.
II. OW SYSTEM MODEL

A. Simulation Environment
The characteristics of a mobile channel formed by a fast and efficient adaptive multibeam transmitter, coupled with an angle diversity receiver, are investigated. Simulation was conducted in an empty room with floor dimensions of 8 m × 4 m (length × width), and ceiling height of 3 m. Experimental measurements have shown that most building materials including plaster walls (with the exception of glass) are approximately Lambertian reflectors [1] . In this study, it is assumed that all reflecting surfaces in the set-up room are Lambertian reflectors with high reflectivity (reflection coefficient of 0.8 for walls and ceiling, 0.3 for floor). High reflectivity was chosen as it results in the highest multipath dispersion (worst case), and thus significant pulse spread. Reflections from doors and windows are considered to be the same as reflections from walls. To model the reflections, the room reflecting surfaces were divided into a number of equal-size, square-shaped reflection elements with area dA and reflection coefficient ρ. These elements act as secondary emitters and were modeled as Lambertian reflectors.
It was found through previous investigations that third-order reflections and higher produce a weak contribution to the received optical power [1] - [4] . Reflections up to second-order are therefore considered in this study. The impulse response in a practical OW system is continuous; however, the simulator subdivides the reflecting surfaces into discrete elements. The effect of discretization can be reduced by subdividing time into bins of widths Δt and grouping the powers received within each bin into a single received power. This accounts for the smoothness seen in the resulting impulse responses presented in this paper. A good choice for the bin width is Δt = √ dA/c, which is roughly the time light takes to travel between neighboring elements. An identical histogram to the actual impulse response is achieved as dA approaches zero. It should be noted that reducing dA leads to improved resolution in impulse response evaluation, together with an increase in the computation time. To keep the computation within reasonable time and measure, a surface element size of 5 cm × 5 cm is used. The corresponding time period (bin width) used in computations is 0.17 ns. A smaller time bin (0.01 ns duration) was also used with the proposed multibeam adaptive OW systems, resulting in a slightly higher delay spread compared to that obtained using the 0.17 ns time bin. Reflecting elements of 0.3 cm × 0.3 cm were used in the case of a time bin of 0.01 ns. Note that at very small delay spread levels a time bin with a smaller duration has to be used. This reduces the smoothing effect introduced through the use of time bins (that group rays with comparable delays together).
To quantify the proposed system's performance under mobility, three new multibeam transmitter configurations are considered: a fast and efficient angle adaptive system (FEAAS); a fast and efficient angle and delay adaptive system (FEADAS); and a fast and efficient angle, delay and power adaptive system (FEADPAS), in conjunction with an angle diversity receiver of seven branches. Comparisons of the traditional LSMS and the original MBAAS are also considered. All the proposed systems use an upright transmitter with 1 W optical power, and the transmitter is placed at three different locations on the CF: (2 m, 4 m, 1 m), (1 m, 1 m, 1 m) and (2 m, 7 m, 1 m). These transmitter locations represent three main cases: transmitter at centre of room, transmitter at room corner, and transmitter near walls. Computer-generated holographic beamsplitters are assumed to be mounted on the emitter to shape its output to multiple narrow beams, which in turn form a line of diffusing spots on the ceiling (LSMS configuration). The optimum spot distribution, which yields the best receiver SNR in the original MBAAS, can be chosen following the original angle adaptation algorithm given in [8] . The new FEAAS (which is discussed in Section IV-A) can guide the multibeam transmitter to optimize its spot distribution (the number and more so the pattern of the spots) so as to maximize the receiver's SNR with a higher power efficiency and much reduced search time, compared to the original MBAAS. The delays and power levels associated with the beams can be adjusted according to the procedure discussed in Sections IV-B and IV-C. An array source and a LC holographic element can generate the beams. Changing the holographic 2D function (through an LC device) can generate variable optical spot locations (on the ceiling and/or walls) with different optical spot intensities and differential switching times. The delay adaptation can be implemented through array element delayed switching. Most of the adaptive holographic switches are LC based [16] , [17] . These devices have microsecond response times [16] , [17] which are adequate, given that the adaptation process has to be carried out at the rate at which the environment changes (for example, human motion) and not at the data rate. However, the design of such holograms and their implementation through LC devices is not ideal, where the input power may not be all assigned to spots and may partially leak through [3] , [18] . For example, it is shown in [18] that the design of a hologram that diffuses the laser may result in a hot spot with a large peak power, reducing the efficiency of the power distribution and hologram design. Similarly, in the design of a multibeam pattern here, some power may leak through or all the power may not be assigned to spots thus reducing the efficiency. This may result in a form of noise where beams are not directed at the correct spatial orientations desired. The effect of such noise (a form of background noise) is of interest in the overall design, but is not considered here. The effect of noise due to signal leakage (where data is not directed at the correct spatial orientations desired (spots)) is however much lower compared to BN as the signal power is much lower than the BN power. Furthermore in Section VI, we investigate the performance penalty associated with having spots in spatial locations other than the correct ones. It has to be noted that the spatial spot locations misalignment errors in Section VI associated with mobility in the absence of continuous adaptation are much larger than the spatial errors associated with imperfect hologram design (the ones discussed here). The adaptation requires training and feedback from the receiver to the transmitter, and a low data rate diffuse channel is suggested to achieve this feedback. At a low data rate the angle, delay and power associated with such a beam can be maintained at a fixed level.
B. Channel Characteristics and Ambient Light Modeling
In OW communication links, intensity modulation with direct detection (IM/DD) is the preferred choice. Multipath propagation in an indoor OW channel using IM/DD can be characterized by the impulse response h(t) of the channel [3] 
where I(t) is the received instantaneous current at the output of the photodetector at a certain position, t is the absolute time, x(t) is the transmitted instantaneous optical power, ⊗ denotes convolution, R is the photodetector responsivity, and n(t) is the BN, which is modeled as white and Gaussian, and independent of the received signal. The dominant source of noise in indoor optical wireless systems is artificial ambient light such as, incandescent lamps and fluorescent lamps. These sources emit a substantial amount of power within the wavelength range of silicon photodetectors introducing shot noise, and can saturate the photodetector when their intensity is high [19] . Although ambient light can be much stronger than the transmitted data signal, certain measures (such as optical filters) can be used to minimize its influence [20] . Despite the use of such a filter, the background shot noise current produced by incandescent lights is much higher in level than that produced by low-and high-frequency fluorescent lights [21] . No optical filters have been used in this study. In order to assess the system performance in a realistic situation, the link was exposed to directive noise sources, eight halogen spotlights, which cause high optical spectral corruption levels to the received data stream. The Philips PAR 38 Economic was chosen and this emits a power of 65 W in Lambertian beams with n beam = 33.1, where n beam is the mode number of the radiation beam that describes the beam shape, where the higher the n beam the narrower the light beam. The eight spotlights were placed 2 m above the communication floor (CF), which is a surface 1 m above the floor, at (1, 1, 3), (1, 3, 3) , (1, 5, 3) , (1, 7, 3) , (3, 1, 3) , (3, 3, 3) , (3, 5, 3) , and (3, 7, 3) . Interference from daylight through windows and doors was not considered in this study. Furthermore, in order to minimize the BN effect and reduce multipath dispersion, a diversity receiver is implemented.
III. ANGLE DIVERSITY RECEIVER
In contrast to the single wide FOV receiver, an angle diversity receiver is a collection of narrow-FOV detectors oriented in different directions. The receiver's diversity system considered consists of seven photodetector branches, each with a responsivity of 0.54 A/W. The direction of each photodetector is defined by two angles: azimuth (Az) and elevation (El) angles. The El angles of six photodetectors remained at 70
• , while the seventh one was given an El of 90
• . The Az angles were fixed at 0
• , and 270
• . The azimuth (Az) angle is the orientation angle of the photodetector with respect to the x-axis. Therefore, the detector oriented along the x-axis has Az angle of 0
• (i.e., Az = 0 • ). The detector facing up has a conical field of view and therefore it is azimuth agnostic, i.e., can be assumed to have any values of Az, however for mathematical convenience we chose its azimuth angle as Az = 0
• . The Az, El, and FOVs were chosen through an optimization similar to that in [6] . Moreover, the angle diversity receiver was designed so that all the photodetectors always point to the ceiling. This choice of the receiver characteristics (Az, El and FOVs) produces a link that is robust against diffusing spot blockage, as well as preventing shadowing due to moving objects. This can also help the multibeam fast and efficient angle adaptive transmitter to cluster its diffusing spots on the ceiling, where the diversity receiver can spatially select the photodetector that observes high power and minimum background noise. This can result in maximizing the SNR at the receiver. Each photodetector is assumed to employ a compound-parabolic concentrator (CPC), which has an acceptance semi-angle ψ C so that when the reception angle δ exceeds ψ C , the concentrator transmission factor, T C (δ), rapidly approaches zero. The CPC is a common non-imaging concentrator and has ψ C < 90
• , a refractive index of N C = 1.7 is considered, and the entrance area is A = 9π/4 cm 2 . The CPC's transmission factor is given by [22] 
where T = 0.9 and H = 13 [23] . The CPC has an exit area of
C . The diversity receiver is always placed on the CF along the x = 1 m or x = 2 m lines. Each photodetector employs a CPC with an acceptance semi-angle of ψ C = 8
• , and is assumed to be fitted exactly into its associated concentrator's exit area. The photosensitive area of each photodetector is therefore 4.7 mm 2 . Furthermore, in order to use small area detectors at the high data rates considered, the corresponding concentrator's acceptance semi-angle of each photodetector is restricted to 4
• , resulting in a reduction in the detector area to 1 mm 2 . The size of the concentrator is acceptable in mobile terminals and this can be ruggedly fixed to the photodetector. The photocurrents received in the various detectors are amplified separately, and the resulting electrical signals are processed in an approach that maximizes the power efficiency of the system. Several possible diversity schemes, such as select-best (SB), equal gain combining (EGC), and maximum ratio combining (MRC) can be considered. For simplicity, SB is considered here in order to process the resulting electrical signals. SB represents a simple form of diversity, where the receiver simply selects the branch with the best SNR. In order to compute the impulse response on the entire CF, a simulation package based on a ray-tracing algorithm [6] , [7] was developed for arbitrary transmitter-receiver configurations in an arbitrary room size that has diffuse reflectors. Diversity of emissions and detection were taken into account. Additional features were introduced to enable beam angles, delays and powers to be adapted. The received multipath profiles due to each spot were computed at each photodetector, based on the detector's FOV and the area the detector observes at each set of transmitter and receiver locations. The resultant power profile at each photodetector is the sum of the powers due to the total number of diffusing spots considered. Several parameters are of interest and can be derived from the simulated impulse response, such as: 1) root-mean-square delay spread (D), which measures the temporal dispersion of the received signal due to multipath propagation [6] D= M r a y s
, μ=
where t m is the time delay associated with the m th ray received with a power of P m (t) , M rays is the total number of rays captured and μ is the mean delay. 2) 3-dB channel bandwidth, which is equal to the frequency at which the magnitude response decreases by 3 dB.
IV. TRANSMITTER CONFIGURATIONS
In this section, three new adaptive multibeam transmitter configurations are presented, analyzed, and compared in order to identify the most suitable geometry for use in indoor OW systems. LSMS is one of the attractive configurations in the literature, therefore it is modeled and used for comparison purposes in order to evaluate the improvements offered through the proposed novel configurations. LSMS uses a diffusing spot distribution pattern where a line of spots with equal intensities (in this case 80 spots) is formed in the middle of the ceiling, i.e., at x = 2 m and along the y-axis when the transmitter is placed at the centre of the room. The difference in distance between adjacent spots is 10 cm. These spots become secondary emitters which emit Lambertian radiation. The positions of the spots are dictated by the transmitter location. As the transmitter moves, the distribution of the spots can be determined in the room following the procedure given in [7] . Furthermore, the new adaptive configurations (FEAAS, FEADAS, and FEADPAS) are introduced and evaluated next.
A. FEAAS
Beam angle adaptation (beam steering based on LC devices) was shown to be an efficient technique that can identify the optimum spot distribution, hence providing a strong path between the diffusing spots and the receiver, regardless of the transmitter position [8] . An optical transmitter, followed by an adaptive hologram was used to generate variable optical spot locations based on the alteration of the transmission angles (θ x and θ y ) between −90
• and 90
• in the x − y axes with respect to the transmitter's normal. Essentially the adaptive hologram was made to initially produce a single spot, which is then scanned along a number of possible positions (on the ceiling and walls) to identify the optimum location that yields the best SNR at the receiver. The adaptation algorithm changes the beam transmission angles (θ x and θ y ) between −90
• in the x − y axes with respect to the transmitter's normal. An LC device can be used for beam angle adaptation and can help achieve the wide angle steering proposed here [17] . The implementation choices and their optimization warrant further study and are beyond the scope of this paper. The beam in each step forms a diffusing spot centered at coordinates of (x s , y s , z s ) within the room (in the ceiling or walls). The beam angles θ x and θ y (spherical coordinates) and spot location (x s , y s , z s ) (Cartesian coordinates) are related to the transmitter location (x T , y T , z T ) and the room dimensions (length × width × height) as shown in Table I . The position of the spot (i.e., the corresponding coordinates) that yields the best SNR at the receiver is chosen as the optimum location. Note that the coordinate system refers to the centre of the spot. Note that in this new system (FEAAS), we recursively break down the scanning process into a number of iterations that focus recursively into smaller regions in space resulting in different scan step sizes (i.e., each scan iteration uses a different angle adaptation step size). The new system makes efficient use of a divide and conquer algorithm that breaks down a problem into a number of related sub-problems, these becoming eventually simple enough to be solved directly. Accordingly, the new fast and efficient adaptation algorithm divides the entire room into four arbitrary quadrants and selects the quadrant that includes the sub-optimum location (best SNR among the four quadrants) as a new scan area. The next scan iteration is then started within the selected quadrant, using half of the previous scan step size with the aim of identifying a new sub-optimum location. Similarly, the selected quadrant is divided into four arbitrary sub-quadrants, and the sub-quadrant including the new sub-optimum location is chosen as a new scan area for the next iteration. This process is repeated for a number of iterations where the number of iterations chosen depends on the acceptable complexity and acceptable SNR penalty, both will be discussed in Sections V and VI. For fair theoretical comparison purposes, the iterations can continue until a certain angle adaptation step size is reached, i.e. until reaching the angle step size used in the original MBAAS for example, where the optimum spot location with the best receiver SNR is identified. Furthermore, once the optimum beam direction is identified, a set of uniformly distributed spots (25 × 25 spots are considered here), at 1 cm apart, initially created and centered at the optimum location. The receiver's SNR due to each spot is computed separately and relayed to the transmitter at a low data rate. The transmitter then determines which one of the possible 25 × 25 spot locations house an illuminated spot based on a threshold, where the spots that produce SNRs higher than the threshold are illuminated, whilst the others are disregarded. The threshold is based on the received SNR achieved at the receiver through a diffuse transmitter with a transmitted power that is identical to the spot power (in this case the transmitter is assumed to produce 25 × 25 spots and each spot is assigned 1.6 mW). This can guarantee that only the spots having direct contributions at the receiver (i.e., the spots located within the receiver's FOV) will be illuminated. A depiction of the FEAAS configuration is shown in Fig. 1 . For a single transmitter and a single receiver at a given set of positions, the . In order to initially scan the entire room, the x-y axes scan ranges are set to −90
• . Furthermore, the θ steps is initially set to 17.74
• , allowing the spot to move 64 cm in each step, and resulting in a total of 160 possible locations in the entire room. and keep the higher scan range as it is. 6) Repeat steps 2 to 5 for a number of iterations (four scan iterations are considered). 7) Stop when the minimum allowed angle adaptation step size is reached (i.e., a certain scan step size of 2.29
• that is used in the original MBAAS). In the FEAA algorithm, four iterations are carried out where the first scan iteration uses a step size of 17.74
• and the fourth (and final) one is set to a 2.29
• scan step size. In effect, the fast "divide and conquer" algorithm has to scan 640 possible locations to identify the optimum spot location. This results in a new angle adaptive system that is almost 20 times faster than the original MBAAS, where 12500 locations had to be scanned. 8) Determine the x opt , y opt , and z opt position of the spot that maximized the receiver's SNR. This (x opt , y opt , z opt ) coordinate can be defined based on the optimum transmission angles θ opt x and θ opt y . 9) Generate a set of uniformly distributed spots (25 × 25 spots in this case), at 1 cm apart, whose centre is this coordinate, i.e., (x opt , y opt , z opt ). 10) Equally distribute the total power, 1 W, among the spots, compute the power received at the diversity receiver, and calculate the SNR. 11) Select the best link (the photodetector with the best SNR) to use as a desired communication link (desired photodetector), in essence the diversity receiver implements "select best" combining. 12) Individually turn on each spot, compute the power received at the desired photodetector, as well as calculate the SNR. 13) Inform the transmitter of the SNR associated with the spot by sending a feedback signal at a low rate. 14) Repeat steps 12 and 13 for all the spots. 15) Optimize the number and shape of the spots by illuminating the spots that produce SNRs higher than a threshold value and omitting the others. As mentioned earlier, this threshold value is set in proportion to the SNR produced by a diffuse transmitter. 16) Operate the multibeam transmitter with the optimum spot distribution (the optimum number of spots and optimum pattern) while the beams propagate with equal intensity at the same time. It should be noted that the adaptation algorithm described above applies to the single user case, i.e., a single transmitter and a single receiver position. The medium access control (MAC) protocol should include a repetitive training period that allows the adaptation steps to be performed. Training should be carried out at the rate at which the environment changes. This is usually a slow rate, commensurate with human motion. Pedestrians move typically at a speed of 1 m/sec [24] . Furthermore, the new multibeam adaptive OW system (FEAAS) is more robust against changes in the receiver's orientation compared to the original MBAAS. This is due to the ability of the FEAA algorithm to optimize the spot distribution (including the number and shape of the diffusing spots) so as to maximize the receiver SNR, regardless of the transmitter position and the receiver orientation.
B. FEADAS
The transmitted signal propagates to the receiver through various paths of different lengths. Therefore, switching ON the beams at the same time may result in receiving the signals at different times due to multipath propagation. This may spread the received pulse and cause ISI. However, if the switching times of the beams can be adjusted to allow the beam with the longest journey to travel first and then the other beams with differential delays, all the rays can reach the receiver at the same time. This can be achieved through beam delay adaptation. The transmitter and receiver are synchronized and, at the start of a frame, the transmitter individually switches on the spots, each after a predetermined time interval T . The receiver observes the deviation (differential delay) associated with the arrival of pulses compared to the issuing time rhythm of T seconds. The received multipath profile (impulse response) due to each spot is observed at the receiver, and its mean delay (time delay) is then calculated with respect to the start of the frame. In effect, the receiver receives the first pulse at time (t 1 ), the second pulse at time T + t 2 and the last pulse at time (N spot − 1) T + t N s p o t , where N spot is the total number of diffusing spots considered. The time delay (t i , i = 1, 2, ..., N spot ) attributed to the varying path length associated with each spot can then be determined. For example, the differential delay between the first pulse (spot) and second pulse (spot) attributed to their varying channel path lengths is |t 2 − t 1 |. The varying response times of the individual receivers may add a jitter element to this value if their response is slow or if they are not implemented on a common integrated platform; the latter may reduce variability. The time delays associated with the beams are relayed to the transmitter to help optimize the delay spread at the receiver. In effect, the multibeam transmitter switches on the beams at different times, starting with the beam that induces the maximum time delay. The other beams sequentially propagate to the receiver, each at a certain time that is proportional to the difference between its associated time delay and the maximum time delay. In contrast to the previous configuration (FEAAS), where the multibeam transmitter radiates all the beams at the same time, in this system the beams are switched on at different times, with the aim of minimizing the delay spread at the receiver. In both systems (FEAAS and FEADAS) the transmitted power is equally distributed among the beams. Once the optimum spot distribution is identified, the new delay adaptation algorithm adjusts the switching times of the beams as follows:
1) It switches on each spot individually, computes the power received at the desired photodetector, as well as calculating the mean delay (time delay). 2) It sends a feedback signal at a low rate to inform the transmitter of the mean delay associated with the beam (spot).
3) It repeats steps 1 and 2 for all the spots.
4) It sets the beam with the maximum mean delay as a first traveler and introduces a time delay to the switching time of each of the rest of the beams in proportion to the difference between its associated mean delay and the maximum mean delay. 5) It configures the multibeam transmitter to operate with the optimum spot distribution, optimum beam delays, and with the power equally distributed among the beams. Note that if a spot is switched on and no pulse is received due to signal blockage, this spot will be disregarded and the total power will be distributed among the unobstructed beams. The time delays associated with unobstructed beams will be determined and relayed to the transmitter to help optimize the delay spread at the receiver.
At the transmitting end, if discrete or array sources are used to implement the transmitter, then electronic control can be used to facilitate switching ON these sources with nanosecond delays, which is implementable in electronics. If a hologram is used to generate the beams in a spatial light modulator, then stored frames corresponding to different spot outputs can be loaded. LC devices are readily able to modulate the beam within tens or hundredths of microseconds, although nanosecond response times have been demonstrated [16] . Having identified the delays, the transmitter coupled with a set of discrete sources can switch on the beams with the required delays using electronic control. The use of fewer sources can simplify the transmitter. The penalty induced in link performance will be small, though this warrants further study.
C. FEADPAS
In contrast to the previous multibeam adaptive OW system (FEADAS), where the total power, 1 W, is equally distributed among the beams, in this system (FEADPAS) the total power is distributed unequally so as to further optimize the SNR and delay spread at the receiver. In effect, the spot nearest to the receiver is allocated the highest power level, whilst the farthest spot is assigned the lowest power level, so as to further maximize the SNR and bandwidth at the receiver. This transmitter identifies the optimum number of beams and their directions (beam angles), introduces a time delay between the beams and adjusts the power distribution among the beams in a fashion that optimizes the SNR and delay spread at the receiver. This can be achieved through the algorithm given in Table II . This algorithm applies to the single user case where the spot distribution, beam delays and beam powers are adapted so as to maximize the SNR and bandwidth at one given receiver location. In a multi-user scenario, opportunistic scheduling [25] can be employed where the optimum spot distribution (optimum number and pattern of the diffusing spots), beam delays and beam powers are chosen to maximize the SNR and bandwidth in a given region (i.e., set of users) for a given time period.
The proposed system is designed to interconnect mobile communication devices placed on the CF. If one (or more) of these devices is fixed and is connected to a backbone network, it can act as an access gateway to the external world and can also act as a base station that shares the resources among the mobile devices and coordinates access to the medium. The design of a suitable medium access control protocol for such a system is not considered here and is worth further investigation. In addition, the employment of opportunistic scheduling techniques can enable simultaneous transmission of a video content from a source to a set of destinations (users). Such content distribution networks can make use of BitTorrent or peer-to-peer protocols [26] which suit the OW environment, the latter is inherently peer-topeer in nature. The adaptation takes place at a rate comparable to the rate at which the environment changes and/or the rate of transmitter and receiver motion. This is typically a low pedestrian rate in indoor OW systems, which relaxes the demands placed on the feedback channel, the computation circuits and the LC device and ensures that the associated MAC overheads are minimal. The absolute optimality of this algorithm is worth further investigation, we show here the level of improvement it offers.
V. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS AND SIMULATION RESULTS
The performance of the proposed multibeam adaptive algorithms (FEAAS, FEADAS and FEADPAS in conjunction with diversity reception) is evaluated in the presence of ambient light noise, multipath propagation and mobility. Comparisons with the LSMS and the original MBAAS are also presented.
A. OW Channel Characteristics
The channel impulse response specifies the received optical power resulting from multipath propagation. The impulse responses of the proposed multibeam OW configurations are depicted in Fig. 2 . The impulse response of a CDS is included. It should be noted that the value of the received power reported in this section is the peak level of the pulse response that was obtained through convolution of the impulse response with a rectangular transmitted pulse of 1 W and 20 ns duration, corresponding to 50 Mbit/s bit rate. Furthermore, the delay spread values reported throughout the paper are the root-mean-square (rms) delay spread (D) values, which measure the temporal dispersion of the received signal due to multipath propagation, given by (3). It is clearly seen that the spot-diffusing structure is significantly better than the CDS when both systems employ a wide FOV receiver [see Fig. 2(a) ]. This is due to the presence of direct path components between the diffusing spots and the receiver, made possible through spot-diffusing geometry. CDS produces 1.56 μW received optical powers with much more signal delay, an rms delay spread of almost 2.65 ns (over a long time period) corresponding to a channel bandwidth of 38 MHz, due to the diffuse transmission and wide receiver FOV (FOV = 90
• ). A significant increase in the received power from 1.56 μW (CDS) to 3.07 μW can be achieved when an LSMS replaces the CDS, and when both systems employ a wide FOV receiver. This significant increase in the received power comes with a reduction in the signal spread (delay spread) from 2.65 ns to 0.92 ns. The delay spread of the LSMS signal can be reduced from 0.92 ns to 0.21 ns when a 25
• diversity receiver is employed instead of the wide FOV receiver. However, a reduction in the received optical power from 3.07 μW to 1.67 μW is induced. This is due to the limited range of rays captured by narrow FOV diversity receivers. Nonetheless, it has to be observed that LSMS, with an angle diversity receiver offers a better overall SNR than LSMS with a wide FOV receiver, due to the significant reduction in the collected BN [6] . Transmitter mobility increases the delay spread of the diversity LSMS, as might be expected, at receiver locations away from the transmitter. For example, when the receiver is located at (2 m, 7 m, 1 m) and the transmitter moves from the centre of the room to the corner (1 m, 1 m, 1 m) , the delay spread of the 25
• diversity LSMS increases from 0.21 ns to 4.1 ns. This transmitter movement can also cause an increase in the path loss, where the collected optical power drops from 1.67 μW to 0.6 μW. Limiting the FOV of the diversity receiver to 4
• reduces the delay spread from 4.1 ns to almost 0.31 ns, and decreases the received power from 0.6 μW to 0.13 μW, due to the limited range of rays captured. A reduction in the delay spread from 0.31 ns to 0.019 ns can be achieved if the spot distribution is spatially adjusted to positions near the receiver through beam angle adaptation (i.e., when the MBAAS is employed instead of the traditional LSMS). This improvement in the delay spread comes with an increase in the received optical power from 0.13 μW to 2.4 μW. Furthermore, an improvement in the received optical power, from 2.4 μW to 6.6 μW, can be achieved when an FEAAS replaces the original MBAAS. This is attributed to the ability of the new FEAAS to fully benefit from the transmitted power through optimizing the number and more so the pattern of the spots, based on the receiver's location and its FOV, and equally distributing the transmitted power among the spots. This improvement in the received power is achieved while accelerating the adaptation process by a factor of 20 compared to the search time required in the original MBAAS. However, an increase in the delay spread from 0.019 ns to 0.073 ns is incurred due to the increase in the number of rays captured by the receiver (as a result of increasing the number of spots, where 25 × 25 spots are employed instead of a line of 80 spots). The received signal spread can be dramatically reduced from 0.073 ns to 0.011 ns through adjusting the switching times of the beams so that all the rays reach the receiver at the same time, thus reducing the effect of multipath dispersion. Although a reduction in the delay spread is achieved when an FEADAS replaces the FEAAS, the received power is similar in both systems. This is due to the similarity of the spot geometry and power distribution in both systems. However, the FEADAS adapts the switching times of the beam to allow the rays to be captured by the receiver at the same time. It has to be observed that FEADAS offers a better overall SNR compared to FEAAS at high bit rates due to the significant reduction in the ISI (see Fig. 7 ). To further improve the quality of the link, we combine these new techniques (fast beam angle and delay adaptation with the new 25 × 25 spot geometry) with beam power adaptation. The results achieved through this combination are better than previous results in this area. In addition, the impulse responses for all the cases studied are analyzed to compare the impact of transmitter/receiver mobility on the received optical power, and to examine the extent to which the combination of the proposed methods ameliorate this effect. The results are presented in terms of channel bandwidth and SNR. The 3 dB channel bandwidth of the proposed multibeam OW systems (LSMS, original MBAAS, FEAAS, FEADAS and FEADPAS with a 4
• diversity receiver) is given in Table III . The results show that FEADPAS can offer OW communication channels with 3 dB bandwidths greater than 15 GHz. In addition, the number of spots visible within the receiver FOV is a key factor to achieve acceptable SNR (greater than 15.6 dB for a bit error rate (BER) of 10 −9 ). Due to this fact, the FEAAS can improve the SNR by increasing the number of diffusing spots visible within the receiver's FOV, particularly when using narrower FOVs (see Fig. 3 ). This can allow the FEAAS transmitter to transmit lower optical power, while meeting the SNR requirements and conforming to eye safety regulations. However, it has to be noted that, the delay spread is dictated by the number of spots seen within the FOV and their relative positions. This can result in introducing a time delay between the signals received from the spots within the receiver's FOV, and hence limiting the bandwidth. The increase in the number of rays captured by the receiver in the FEAAS as a result of increasing the number of spots, 25 × 25 spots are employed here instead of employing a line of 80 spots in the original MBAAS, results in a higher delay spread as well as a lower bandwidth, compared to the original MBAAS, see Table III .
B. SNR Analysis
Indoor mobile OW communication systems are strongly impaired by the shot noise induced by ambient light noise. The probability of error (P e ) in an indoor mobile OW communication system is given by
where
2 dz is the Gaussian function, which assumes a value of 6 for a probability of error P e = 10 −9 , an SNR of 15.6 dB. Considering the impact of pulse spread caused by ISI where P s1 − P s0 accounts for the eye opening at the sampling instant, the SNR is given by [6] 
where P s0 and P s1 are the powers associated with logic 0 and 1 respectively. The total noise variance σ (6) in (5) with σ t = σ 0 + σ 1 [27] , the SNR is given by
To enable comparison with previous work [7] , a bit rate of 50 Mbit/s was used. A higher bit rate of 15 Gbit/s was also considered for the proposed multibeam adaptive OW systems. The preamplifier used in the 50 Mbit/s OW system (20 ns pulse duration) is the 70 MHz PIN-BJT design proposed by Elmirghani et al. [28] , with noise spectral density of 2.7 pA/ √ Hz. This receiver introduces little or no distortion onto the 50 Mbit/s pulse stream. The performance of the proposed multibeam adaptive OW systems (FEAAS, FEADAS and FEADPAS), coupled with an angle diversity receiver, is evaluated under the constraints of ambient light noise, multipath propagation and mobility. The systems' SNRs are also compared to those of the LSMS and the original MBAAS with diversity detection, when the transmitter is placed at (2 m, 7 m, 1 m) and the receiver moves along the x = 1 m line. These locations were selected in order to examine some of the key cases, i.e., points exactly underneath directive noise sources, as in y = 1 m, 3 m, 5 m, and 7 m, as well as points near the corner of the room, which represent the worst communication paths, as well as central and other room locations along the x = 1 m line that represent normal operation. Note that the x = 3 m line is similar to the x = 1 m line due to symmetry in the room and the x = 2 m line is a better line as it is away from noise sources. We have therefore examined a worst case scenario. The results are shown in Fig. 3 , where all OW systems operate at 50 Mbit/s. Previous work [7] showed that the LSMS SNR, with a diversity receiver, is largely independent of the receiver's location when the transmitter is stationary at the centre of the room as a result of the good spot distribution on the ceiling. It was also found that degradation in the LSMS SNR is observed when the transmitter is mobile, due to having some non-illuminated regions in the room and having some others with an increased spot population. Regardless of the transmitter position, beam angle adaptation can help the multibeam transmitter to cluster its diffusing spots (a line of 80 spots) at an area on the ceiling and/or walls based on the receiver location so as to maximize the receiver SNR [8] . The results in Fig. 3(a) show that a significant SNR improvement of 29 dB can be achieved when MBAAS replaces LSMS at a 6 m transmitter-receiver distance, when both systems employ an 8
• diversity receiver. This is in good agreement with the results reported in [8] . The MBAAS identifies the optimum location through an exhaustive ordinary search and then distributes the spots in the form of a line strip with equal intensities. This may lead to power being allocated to some spots outside the receiver FOV hence wasting some of the transmitted power, particularly when using narrower FOVs. The use of narrower FOVs is essential in some cases to reduce noise and interference, and also to allow the use of smaller area detectors. The results in Fig. 3 also show that a power penalty of 6 dB can be induced in the original MBAAS SNR when a 4
• diversity receiver replaces the 8
• diversity receiver. This power penalty can be compensated for with an SNR improvement of approximately 9 dB if the power is adaptively distributed among the spots through beam power adaptation, i.e., when the multibeam angle and power adaptive system (MBAPAS) replaces the original MBAAS. MBAPAS was proposed and examined in [8] , and here it is modeled and used for comparison purposes. However, power adaptation will not help much in this case if the power per spot is restricted due to eye safety. Increasing the number of spots in the line strip is possible, but also will not help here as the number of spots located within the receiver FOV is limited.
Therefore optimizing the number and, more so, the pattern of the spots is an important design consideration. The proposed system (FEAAS) can reduce the adaptation time through the use of a divide and conquer algorithm, and can also optimize the number and pattern of the spots based on the receiver FOV. This can help the receiver collect more power, while helping with eye safety regulations. In addition, Fig. 3(b) shows that the new FEAAS offers an improvement in the SNR of 9 dB over the original MBAAS. This SNR improvement comes with a reduction in the computation cost in the practical OW FEAAS by making use of a divide and conquer algorithm. The proposed system (FEAAS) therefore outperforms the original MBAAS in terms of both SNR and adaptation speed. Although additional bandwidth efficiency is achieved through beam delay adaptation (i.e., when an FEADAS is employed) compared to the FEAAS, a comparable SNR is seen in both systems at 50 Mbit/s bit rate. This is due to the excess channel bandwidth achieved by the FEAAS (OW channel bandwidth of 2.8 GHz) which guarantees that ISI does not occur at the lower bit rate considered (50 Mbit/s). However ISI can cause significant degradation in the SNR at higher bit rates. Despite this, replacing the FEAAS by an FEADPAS, at a bit rate of 50 Mbit/s, can slightly improve the SNR, by less than 0.5 dB. Note that the new FEAAS in this case is able to achieve the majority of the improvement through optimizing the number and more so the pattern of spots based on the receiver's location and the receiver's FOV, and equally distributing the power among the spots. If shadowing exists (i.e., some beams are obstructed), then the new FEAAS can re-optimize the spot distribution (including the number of spots and the shape of their distribution) so that the transmitted power is equally distributed only to unobstructed beams. The SNR in (5) accounts for the impact of ambient light noise and preamplifier noise, and therefore the SNR values reported reflect both impairments. The BN effect is manifested here as a fluctuation in the SNR of the adaptive multibeam OW systems. This is due to the BN having a very low value at y = 2 m, 4 m, and 6 m, as the receiver is not underneath a spotlight, while high noise levels are detected at y = 1 m, 3 m, 5 m, and 7 m. In effect, when the receiver is underneath a spotlight the adaptive multibeam transmitter is not able to distribute its diffusing spots within the FOV of the detector facing up, and instead it clusters the spots within one of the side detector's FOV.
VI. SYSTEM COMPLEXITY AND ADAPTATION TIME Significant SNR improvements can be achieved through the use of the proposed adaptation algorithms, however the implementation complexity increases. This complexity is associated with the computational time and resources required to identify the optimum spot position where the receiver's SNR at each possible beam location is computed and the optimum spot direction is selected at the transmitter. This complexity also results from computing the SNR and time delay due to each beam at the receiver and adapting the power levels and time delays among the spots at the transmitter. The transmitter computations are simple and the receiver operations are comparable to those needed when implementing receiver diversity, and as such the complexity increase is moderate. However, we aim here to evaluate the efficiency of our algorithms through the study of both time complexity and memory size criteria. The computational complexity can be measured based on the nature of the function T (n) [29] , where for instance a linear algorithm of input size n can induce a linear time complexity of T (n) = O (n). An algorithm with complexity order O (n) usually has a single pass implementation and shows acceptable performance with small n, however it becomes too complex with larger n. The classical angle adaptation algorithm can identify the optimum location through scanning all the possible locations, which are processed in the basic "one-pass" style. Therefore, the time complexity of this algorithm is linear given by T (n) = O (n) and its complex- ity rises with increase in n. The input size n here represents the total number of possible beam locations that have to be scanned to identify the optimum beam location that results in the best SNR. In contrast, the fast algorithm is a recursive algorithm based on a "divide and conquer" approach, where the scanning process is recursively broken down into a number of iterations k. Four iterations are conducted in our case (i.e., k = 4), where n/64 locations have to be scanned in each iteration, resulting in a time complexity given as [29] 
where j is the number of subproblems (quadrants in our case). In each iteration the fast algorithm divides the scanning area into four quadrants (i.e., j = 4). Accordingly, the fast algorithm can achieve time optimal O(4 log 2 (n/4)) complexity, and therefore it is highly efficient compared to the classical algorithm. It should also be noted that, the fast algorithm needs a memory space of 64 times lower than that used in the classical algorithm.
To reduce the computational complexity, the system may choose to update its beam angles, power and delay less frequently even in the presence of mobility. This simplification is at the cost of an SNR penalty. We studied the SNR penalty based on the transmitter using its old adaptation settings, i.e., old beam angles, old beam delays and old beam powers, while in motion. This is to determine how often the system has to adapt its settings based on a link margin. The SNR penalties incurred as a result of mobility (distance moved along the y-axis) and nonadaptation of weights are depicted in Fig. 4 , when two different diversity receivers (8 • FOV diversity receiver and 4
• FOV diversity receiver) are used. Two main cases exist and are shown. Firstly when the receiver is under a spotlight and secondly when the receiver is away from a spotlight; and we consider receiver motion by 1 m along the y-axis.
The SNR penalty was calculated for each receiver movement in step of 10 cm. When an 8
• FOV diversity receiver moves by a distance of 20 cm away from the optimum location of the spots at (2 m, 1 m, 1 m) and no adaptation is carried out, the SNR of the proposed system (FEADPAS) degrades by 1.8 dB.
Higher SNR penalties of 8.9 dB and 9.3 dB can be incurred if the 8
• FOV diversity receiver moves further by 10 cm and 20 cm respectively. However, if the receiver continues moving the SNR penalty reduces until it reaches a value of almost 1 dB at a receiver location away from the optimum location of the spots by 70 cm. This is due to the fact that when the receiver is located at (2 m, 1 m, 1 m) (i.e., it is not underneath a spotlight) the transmitter can steer its beams to positions within the FOV of the detector facing up. Once the receiver starts moving (while no further adaptation is carried out) some of the spots will move out of the FOV of the detector facing up and start to appear within the FOV of the side detectors. With more movement steps the spots start to appear outside the FOV of the side detectors and the SNR penalty increases accordingly. In contrast, when the receiver is located at (1 m, 1 m, 1 m) (i.e., underneath a spotlight) the transmitter is not able to allocate its spots within the FOV of the detector facing up and instead clusters the spots within the view of one of the side detectors. When the receiver moves away from the optimum location of the spots, some of the spots move outside the receiver FOV thus incurring a power penalty, as a result of using the old adaptation settings. This power penalty increases with increase in the distance away from the optimum location and saturates at a value of 40 dB approximately after a movement of 50 cm. This is attributed to the fact that beyond this transmitter-receiver distance all the spots fall outside the receiver FOV, and the achieved SNR is due to reflections only (i.e., no LOS is established). The case where a 4
• FOV diversity receiver is used can be similarly explained. It should be noted that the adaptation process can be done in milliseconds based on typical LC device characteristics. This is fast enough given that the adaptation has to track the channel variation which happens at the rate at which humans or indoor objects move. However, the system design can allow an SNR margin (for example, 3 dB) to ensure that the adaptation process does not have to be repeated frequently. The new fast "divide and conquer" algorithm needs to scan 640 locations to identify the optimum spot location. Once the optimum beam direction is identified, a set of uniformly distributed spots (25 × 25 spots) at 1 cm spacing is created and centered at the optimum location. The receiver's SNR (due to each spot) is estimated separately and relayed to the transmitter to help shape the optimum spot distribution. If each SNR computation/estimation is carried out in 10 μs [16] , then the total adaptation time when the receiver moves to a new location is almost 13 ms. When an 8
• FOV diversity receiver is used we considered all the typical representative set of transmitter and receiver locations (transmitter at centre of room, transmitter at room corners etc, receiver moves along the x = 1 m, x = 2 m, near walls and near corners etc.) and the worst penalty identified when the transmitter or receiver moves by 20 cm and no adaptation is carried out was almost 2 dB. Therefore, with a 1 m/s pedestrian movement/environmental change, there is at least 0.2 s interval between one adaptation and the next. It is suggested that the receiver re-evaluates its SNR every 0.2 s and relays this to the transmitter, which in turn initiates a new adaptation if the receiver's SNR has significantly changed (compared to a threshold). As such, the holograms can adapt every 0.2 s, and the 13 ms adaptation time therefore represents a spot reconfiguration overhead time of approximately 6.5%. Holograms based on LC devices capable of adapting within ms times are feasible. It should be noted that the adaptation process has been done at the rate at which the environment changes and not at the system's bit rate. Therefore, the proposed system (FEADPAS) can achieve 15 Gbit/s when it is stationary, and 93.5% of this data rate, i.e., 14 Gbit/s when there are environmental changes (see Fig. 7 ). Following a similar approach in the case of a 4
• FOV diversity receiver, adaptation has to be done if the transmitter or receiver moves by 0.1 m or more if an SNR penalty lower than 3 dB is desired. The penalty in this case associated with 0.1 m motion is 1.7 dB. The adaptation process needs therefore to be repeated every 0.1 s, representing an overhead of 13% in terms of transmission time, and as such the system can achieve 13 Gbit/s when it is on the move. The 4
• FOV diversity receiver is used here to allow the use of small area detectors at these high data rates. The link budget can be further improved if imaging receivers with MRC are used, and this warrants further study. It should also be noted that if the receiver chooses the spot with the best SNR and reports this value (spot index) to the transmitter to allocate all the available power to this spot, the complexity will be reduced. However, such a system will be prone to beam blockage, shadowing and may violate eye safety. The proposed system offers advantages in this regard; however there is a moderate increase in receiver complexity, as discussed above.
VII. ROBUSTNESS TO SHADOWING AND SIGNAL BLOCKAGE
The effectiveness of the FEAAS is evaluated in a harsh environment with mobility. Such an environment is typically encountered in real office configurations, where optical signal blockage owing to cubicles, windows, doors and furniture exists. Furthermore, other impairments also degrade the system in this real environment including ambient light noise, and multipath propagation. To simulate shadowing and signal blockage of the communication links, the room shown in Fig. 5 is considered. This room represents a realistic office environment, and its dimensions are similar to those of the room previously considered. The glass windows are assumed not to reflect any signal. The reflectivity of the ceiling and walls surrounding the windows is 0.8. Two perpendicular walls are covered with bookshelves and filing cabinets with a 0.4 reflectivity. Cubical office partitions are assumed to either absorb or block signals. The complicated environment in this room results in shadowing created by physical partitions and low reflectivity objects. Comparisons were carried out between the traditional LSMS, adaptive LSMS (ALSMS) and FEAAS when all systems employ a 4
• diversity receiver and operate at 50 Mbit/s in a complicated room design with full mobility. The arrangement in the ALSMS is similar to that in LSMS, but the power is adaptively distributed among the spots in the ALSMS, with the aim of maximizing the receiver's SNR. The SNR results of the proposed systems in two room scenarios (shadowed and unshadowed rooms) are depicted in Fig. 6 , when the transmitter is placed at (1 m, 1 m, 1 m) and the receiver moves along the x = 1 m line on the CF. The complicated environment shown in Fig. 5 represents a shadowed room, while the unshadowed one is that referred to as the empty room described in Section II. It is to be noted that this line (x = 1 m) represents the worst zone that can be scanned due to the presence of office cubicles. The worst impact of shadowing and signal blockage in the LSMS performance translates to an SNR degradation of almost 20 dB when the transmitter and receiver are co-located in the corner of the room (1 m, 1 m, 1 m) . This degradation is due to the presence of windows that cause a large signal loss and hence larger path losses near the corner of the room. Furthermore, the effect of signal obstruction due to partitions can be observed as a degradation in the SNR level by approximately 4 dB when the receiver is located at y = 3 m, 5 m and 7 m. At these locations (y = 3 m, 5 m and 7 m) the diversity receiver is underneath a spotlight and in turn it relies on one of the side photodetectors in order to achieve its best SNR, in essence "select best" combining is implemented. The receiver proximity to partitions in these cases may cause path blockage to some of the direct rays (depending on the receiver directionality and the height of partitions) resulting in performance penalties. In contrast, shadowing and signal blockage have almost no or limited effect on the LSMS SNR at locations of y = 2, 4 and 6 m where the receiver is not underneath a spotlight. When the transmitter is placed in the corner of the room (1 m, 1 m, 1 m) and the diversity receiver is located at (1 m, 2 m, 1 m) or (1 m, 4  m, 1 m) , the results indicate that among the photodetectors considered, the one facing up is able to collect the maximum power possible (through a number of diffusing spots located within its FOV) and with minimum noise level. This can help the receiver achieve a similar SNR at these sets of transmitter and receiver locations, in the two room scenarios (shadowed and unshadowed rooms), as shown in Fig. 6 . However, shadowing can reduce the reflection contribution. This reduction is very low due to the employment of narrow FOVs (FOV = 4
• ), and therefore it does not affect the overall SNR since the photodetector facing up is still able to see the same number of spots, even in the presence of shadowing. The comparable LSMS SNR observed in both shadowed and unshadowed environments at transmitter and receiver locations of (1 m, 1 m, 1 m) and (1 m, 6 m, 1 m) can be similarly explained, though the side photodetector having an El and Az of 40
• and 270
• respectively is the best link selected in this scenario. Furthermore, ALSMS with a 4
• diversity receiver is more robust against shadowing and signal blockage compared to LSMS, owing to its ability to re-allocate power to unblocked spots. These benefits are manifest as a comparable SNR performance in the 4
• diversity ALSMS system in both shadowed and unshadowed rooms, except in the scenario where the transmitter and receiver are co-located in the corner of the room (1 m, 1 m, 1 m). In this case, shadowing and signal blockage can induce a degradation of 15 dB in the ALSMS SNR. This is due to the inability of the beam power adaptation to assign higher powers to the spots located on the side wall near the receiver due to the presence of windows, and instead the transmitted power is allocated to the ceiling spots. This penalty can be put in context by observing that an SNR improvement of almost 26 dB can be achieved when the ALSMS replaces the traditional LSMS in a shadowed environment when both systems employ a 4
• diversity receiver and operate at 50 Mbit/s. This SNR improvement illustrates the gain achieved through power adaptation while the beam angles are kept fixed. Previous work [8] showed that further SNR improvement of 10 dB can be achieved if adaptation is also applied to beam angles, i.e., if an MBAPAS replaces the ALSMS. Here we show that a multibeam OW system adopting the new FEAAS can provide a robust link against shadowing and signal blockage, and can also achieve an SNR performance comparable to that obtained by MBAPAS. This is achieved together with a reduction in the system adaptation complexity by a factor of 20, while distributing the transmitted power among the spots in equal intensities (i.e., power adaptation is not employed in this system). This achievement is attributed to the ability of the new system (FEAAS) to adapt to such environments and shape the optimum spot distribution by illuminating the unblocked spots only, hence maximizing the receiver's SNR. Beam delay adaptation can help increase the channel bandwidth, thus improving the SNR when the system operates at higher bit rates, due to the reduction in the effect of multipath dispersion and ISI (see Fig. 7 ). The results obtained and presented in Fig. 6 prove that the 25 cm × 25 cm array is quite enough to combat shadowing and beam blockage in a realistic environment such as that in Fig. 5 . Furthermore, spreading the beams more widely will result in higher dispersion and not necessarily improve the performance under blockage any more than the proposed 25 cm × 25 cm array, which is shown to perform well. In addition, two main cases exist when ALSMS and FEAAS are compared. These two cases refer to a receiver under a spotlight or away from a spotlight. In (1 m, 7 m, 1 m) .
VIII. HIGH-SPEED MOBILE INDOOR OW COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS
The high SNR achieved through the multibeam fast power, angle and delay adaptation algorithm, coupled with the additional bandwidth shown in Table I , can be used to provide higher data rates (15 Gbit/s and beyond). The PIN-HEMT design proposed by Kimber et al. [30] was used for the proposed 15 Gbit/s multibeam adaptive OW systems. This preamplifier has a noise current spectral density of 11 pA/ √ Hz and a bandwidth of 12 GHz. The preamplifier bandwidth can be limited to 10.6 GHz through the use of appropriate filters. The optimum receiver bandwidth is 0.707 × bit rate (Personick's analysis [31] ). The modulation format used is on-off keying (OOK) with intensity modulation and direct detection. The rise and fall times of laser diodes, transmitter and receiver design are not considered in this paper as transceivers for data rates up to 10 Gbit/s are well established in fibre systems [32] , [33] . The particular features of OW transceiver design here are of interest in future work. Note that narrow FOV receivers, which use small detectors compatible with fibre systems receivers, are employed here. In previous work, we considered holographic spot diffusing transmitters [8] . OOK is the simplest modulation scheme to implement in OW systems, and is therefore used here. OOK is an appropriate modulation scheme for high bit rate OW systems [34] due to its simplicity and the ability of laser diodes to switch on and off at rates into Gbit/s. However, ISI can be significantly increased. Although ISI can be effectively reduced by utilizing an equalization technique [35] this is not used here. Furthermore, it should be noted that the SNR calculations reported take into account the eye closure (see (5) , where P s1 − P s0 caters for eye closure), and therefore the SNR values reported reflect ISI as well as receiver preamplifier noise and BN impairments. The simulation results, depicted in Fig. 3 , indicate that the two systems (FEAAS and FEADAS) can perform identically at a bit rate of 50 Mbit/s, and this is evident in the excess channel bandwidths achieved, which guarantees that ISI does not occur at the lower bit rate considered (50 Mbit/s). However, ISI can increase significantly if the FEAAS operates at 15 Gbit/s, and hence significant SNR degradations can be induced. In contrast, the FEADAS can offer a bandwidth of more than 15 GHz (see Table I ), which enables it to support operation at 15 Gbit/s, at least. Fig. 7 shows that a considerable SNR improvement of 9 dB can be achieved when an FEADAS replaces the FEAAS, and where both systems employ a 4
• diversity receiver with a reception area of 1 mm 2 and operate at 15 Gbit/s at 6 m transmitter-receiver distance in a shadowed environment. Note that the transmitted power is equally distributed among the beams in both systems (FEAAS and FEADAS), and this improvement is due to the significant reduction in the influence of multipath dispersion and ISI through beam delay adaptation. The SNR can be slightly improved further by approximately 0.2 dB if the power is adaptively distributed among the beams, i.e., if an FEADPAS replaces the FEADAS. This confirms the ability of the new faster adaptation algorithm to fully benefit from the transmitted power by optimally fitting the spots within the receiver's FOV and equally distributing the power among the spots. In addition, a comparable SNR is observed in both MBAPAS and FEADPAS when the transmitted power is freely allocated to spots at key locations. However, the new system (FEADPAS) outperforms the previously proposed system (MBAPAS) if the total power is reduced below the current 1 W and a restriction is imposed on the algorithms to consider eye safety, so that no spot power exceeds 1 mW, which can help with eye safety at the near IR wavelengths [36] . Note that eye safety is not dictated in this case by the power per beam only, but also by the number of beams that can be seen simultaneously. Therefore further attention is needed to reduce the number of beams that can be seen simultaneously by considering the transmitter geometrical construction; however measures that can reduce the power per beam while maintaining the SNR are useful as proposed here. The SNR results of both systems (MBAPAS and FEADPAS in conjunction with a 4
• diversity receiver), obtained through the use of an adaptation algorithm that restricts the power per beam to less than 1 mW, are given in Table IV . The SNR of FEADPAS with restricted per beam power (less than 1 mW per beam) with an 8
• diversity receiver is also included. The results show that the per beam power can be maintained below 1 mW while achieving 10 −9 BER at a bit rate of 15 Gbit/s where the new FEADPAS achieves an SNR of 17.4 dB, which is greater than the 15.6 dB needed. This SNR is obtained when using a 4
• diversity receiver with 1 mm 2 detector area, and given the worst communication links studied where mobility, shadowing and signal blockage all exist.
IX. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we introduced a fast adaptation method to OW multibeam angle, power and delay adaptation systems and introduced a new spot diffusing geometry with beams clustered around the diversity receiver faces. The fast adaptation algorithm reduces the computations needed to reconfigure the transmitter in the case of transmitter and/or receiver mobility. The beam clustering approach provides the transmitter with the opportunity to allocate the power to spots within the receiver FOV and increases the number of such spots. Therefore if the power per spot is restricted to assist in meeting eye safety, then our new approach where more spots are visible within the receiver FOV leads to enhanced SNR. Note that if the power per beam is not restricted, then the new and previous systems we introduced have comparable performance as the total power can be allocated in the earlier system to the one (or few) spots within the receiver FOV.
The fast angle adaptation algorithm converges towards the optimum spot distribution that maximizes the receiver SNR through an efficient use of a divide and conquer algorithm. The results have also confirmed that while the original MBAAS benefits from power adaptation, power adaptation is not necessary when the new FEAAS is implemented. This is due to the ability of the new system to fully benefit from the transmitted power through optimizing the number and pattern (positions) of spots so as to maximize the receiver's SNR, regardless of the receiver's orientation and its FOV. The new system can also adapt to environmental changes, offering a link that is robust against shadowing and signal blockage through disregarding the obstructed spots and distributing the power equally among unobstructed spots. The new FEAAS offers an SNR improvement of 9 dB and reduces the computation cost by a factor of 20 compared to the original MBAAS.
Furthermore beam delay adaptation was introduced to FEAAS to mitigate the effect of multipath dispersion and ISI, and to improve system performance. The beam delay adaptation method can help the multibeam transmitter to adjust the switching times of the beams in a fashion that can allow the signals to reach the receiver at the same time. Significant improvements in the SNR with OW channel bandwidths of more than 15 GHz can be achieved, enabling the system to maintain higher data rates (15 Gbit/s and beyond). In addition, a restriction was imposed in the adaptation algorithm to limit the power per beam to less than 1 mW to assist with eye safety requirements. Note that eye safety is also a function of the number of beams that can be seen simultaneously by the eye. Future work will address the transmitter geometrical structure to examine these features.
